Names: Rouse


Dear Mitchell,
I have not completed the index for the 1840 Census. However, before you are too
disappointed, the 1840 Census only gives the Head of Household. By using the
1850 Census as a basis you can determine if all the children who are supposed to
be there are there. There may be others who died before 1850 or who left home
before 1850. However, since you are looking for his Mother's last name, you'll
wnat to check for her living with them by looking at the ages of the females
listed. If she is not there, then look for a Martha as head of a family. If that
isn't found then check for a family who has a female about the right age living
or listed nearby in the census.

I have other records I can check to see if there are any clues to her and her
husband's name. Let me know if you would like me to check farther.

Sincerely,
Ken Huffman

Lisa Claus wrote:


> Dear Ken and Laurie, I have searched high and low for any records on my GG
> Grandmother and father and have had no successes as of about  five minutes
> ago when I accidently came across your website.  I am so excited about this.
> I've already emailed all of those family members that have been looking as
> well.  We had some problems because the information we received was wrong
> and we were looking in the wrong states in the wrong years.  I found your
> site by guessing.  We were not sure where they were in the 1850's.  We
> thought on the way from Canada to Kansas but I found something yesterday
> that mentioned IL for a brief time.  Thank you so much for putting up this
> wesite.  By the way, it's George C Rouse.  We new the last name and some of
> the kids names including my G Grandmother Martha.  We only had a last name
> to go by so you can imagine what a great find this is.  Still will be
> looking for the GG Grandmother's name.  We know she died sometime after
> Canada.  I'll try looking in the 1840's census for IL now that we have IL in
> the picture.  You don't happen to have a website for the year too, do you?
> Let me know, if so and thanks again for this great find.  Sincerely, D
> Mitchell
>
> Mitchellbug@netzero.net
>
> That's my email.  I happen to be on my sister's computer right now.


Dear Ken, Thank you so much for getting back to me.  I was so excited about
my find that I've been hunting like Detective Holmes.  I found the 1840
Census at the LDS Library near where I live.  It does show that there is a
female between 30 and 40.  I suspect that it is her which means she died in
IL between 1840-50 which goes with what I already suspected.  The kids ages
all match up.  Also went further to check the LDS computer and found George
C Rouse for marriage records and surprise.  There she is, Martha Tompkins.
So now we have a GG Grandmother to go with.  This is amazing stuff, this
research.  Thank you again for you website.  It has really inspired me to
look in places I would have never thought of.  Sincerely, D Mitchell


